With CS Photography You’ll get to decide your pose/poses and whether they’ll be sitting or standing. Here’s what each package offers and how to select.

A. Is Full Length (It’ll show the entire student from head to toe)
B. Is 3/4 Length (It’ll show the student from head to mid thigh)
C. Is Portrait Length (It’ll show the student from head to waist)

So….Let’s get started. Check the box of the package you want and circle the pose styles

Package 1 $69  2 8x10’s, 4 3.5x5’s, 2 5x7’s, & 8 wallets
(Select One Style Pose A, B, or C & 1 or 2) Want to double this package with a second style pose of this picture? It’s only $39 more bringing your total to only $108. Just select a different style pose. (Select Your Second Style Pose A, B, or C)
For example: You selected A1 for the 1st purchase and doubled it with pose C. Now you’ll have “Full Length” and “Portrait” of your student that is sitting in a chair or stool.

Package 2 $45  1 8x10, 2 3.5x5’s, 1 5x7, & 4 wallets
(Select One Style Pose A, B, or C & 1 or 2) Want to double this package with a second style pose of this picture? It’s only $25 more bringing your total to only $70. Just select a different style pose. (Select Your Second Style Pose A, B, or C)

Package 3 $32  2 5x7’s & 8 wallets
(Select One Style Pose A, B, or C & 1 or 2) Want to double this package with a second style pose of this picture? It’s only $20 more bringing your total to only $52. Just select a different style pose. (Select Your Second Style Pose A, B, or C)

Package 4 $32  4 3.5x5’s & 8 wallets
(Select One Style Pose A, B, or C & 1 or 2) Want to double this package with a second style pose of this picture? It’s only $20 more bringing your total to only $52. Just select a different style pose. (Select Your Second Style Pose A, B, or C)

Package 5 $19  1 5x7 & 2 3.5x5’s
(Select One Style Pose A, B, or C & 1 or 2) Want to double this package with a second style pose of this picture? It’s only $12 more bringing your total to only $31. Just select a different style pose. (Select Your Second Style Pose A, B, or C)

*Payment Information-All Packages Need To Be Paid For By April 13th, 2018* to assure a time slot for pictures on Spring Fling Picture day.

Student Name__________________________________________
Grade Level_____Parent Cell Number_______________________
Package Price(s)__$___________
Add-On’s__$___________
Add-On’s__$___________
Grand Total__$___________

You’ll Also Get To Select If You’re Sitting or Standing.
1. You’ll Sit on a chair or a stool
2. You’ll stand up

Shown Above(A2, A1, A1, A2)  (B2, B1, B1, B2)  (C2, C1, C1, C2)

After you’ve selected your Packages you can select your Add-On’s

- Facial Retouching $10
- First Name and School Year on pictures $5 Please note if you only want the name/year on certain picture sizes_________________________
- 2 Key chains $15 (Style Pose A,B, or C)
- Internet File $5 (not suitable for printing)

We Accept: Checks, Money Orders or Debit/Credit Cards. Pay by phone up until April 12th by texting Marsha at 502-641-0964 10am -6pm. Prepayments of checks and money orders may be taken to room 307. Cash will be accepted day of pictures if you have not prepaid and we still have open times.